Computing: Year 4 Scratch Questions and Quizzes
NC Objectives





Design, input and test an increasingly complex set of instructions to a program or device.
Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems.
Design, write and test simple programs with opportunities for selection, where a particular result will happen based on an action.

Key Knowledge


Scratch is a programme that lets you create your own interactive stories, animations, games, music and art.



Coding is the method of giving instructions to a computer to perform a specific task. You may have also heard it referred to as ‘software



programming’ or ‘computer programming’.



You can compare quizzes and decompose a problem into smaller parts to create a quiz question.



Debugging programs by accomplishing specific goals by creating a quiz question.

Key Vocabulary

Algorithm: A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations, especially by a computer.
Sprite: Each object on Scratch is called a sprite.
Backdrop: The background for your game.
Script: This is where the code is put together to perform actions such as moving the sprite, sound effects and changing
backdrops.
Block: This is each individual command in the script. They are
colour coded for different types of actions.
Sequence: It is important that your script is in the correct order
so that things happen correctly.
Action: This is making your sprites do something. You can make
them talk, move, jump etc.

Operators: You can set choices by using the words ’or’ ‘and’ or
‘not’

Example- How to make a simple quiz.

Scratch

Example- Instructions on how to debug programmes using scratch.

Art: Year 4 Painting
Key knowledge

Key Vocabulary

NC Objectives

Fauvism: The style in which many artists prefer
to paint - using bold colours and not necessarily
natural colours (pink trees, blue grass).

Colours



Create different effects by using a variety
of tools and techniques such as bleeds,
washes, scratches and splashes



to use skills taught to experiment with
creating mood, feeling, movement and
areas of interest, adapt and improve work



Describe key ideas, techniques and
working practices of artists I have studied

What is a Landscape? All the visible features of
an area of land.
What genres of landscape are there? Urban,
rural, marine, desert and tropical.
Use of colour: mixing and blending colours to
create specific colours.
Use of brushstrokes - how different brushes
create different strokes - thick or thin, bold or
subtle.
Experimenting with water colour paint: looking
at how the colours of the paint bleeds into the
next.

Warm colours - Yellow, orange and red.

These colours create a warm mood.
Cool colours - Blue, green and grey.
These colours create a cold mood.
Tint – When a colour is made lighter by adding
white, e.g. a tint of blue (light blue).

Shade – When a colour is made darker by adding
black, e.g. a shade of blue (dark blue).

Artist

Brushstrokes

Born: 9th July 1937

Daub: Using the full length of the brush pressing
firmly onto the paper

Where: Bradford, England

Stipple: Using the very tips of the brush pressing
gently onto the paper.
Scraffito: Using the handle of the paintbrush or a
tool to etch or scratch marks into the paint.

David Hockney

Movement/Style: Various - inspired by
Fauve artist, Henri Matisse.

Did you know? Some of Hockneys’ most
notable pieces of art were inspired by tales
written by the Brothers Grimm.

Computing: Year 4 Introduction to HTML
NC Objectives



Learn how to create a web page using headings, paragraphs and images.



Learn how to add images to a web page using HTML.

Key Knowledge
- HTML ca be used to add images to web pages.
- Testing HTML is very important to check if it works the way you want it to.
- Using HTML you can create headings, paragraphs and images.
- Conditional events help the programme decide when, or if, it should do an action.

Key Vocabulary
Background: The graphics behind the main objects on screen.
Bug: A mistake or problem in a computer program.
Error: A mistake or bug in the code.
Event: An event is something that happens such as a mouse
click, key press, or something that happens after an amount of
time.
Input: An action such as clicking on a button on screen via a
keyboard or mouse, or physical sensors such as tilt on a tablet.
JavaScript: A computer programming language commonly
used on web pages. JavaScript is the scripting language of the
Web. Almost all modern HTML pages use some JavaScript.
Message box: A pop-up box that gives information to the user.
Output: The information produced by a computer system for
its user typically on a screen.
Program: A set of instructions in a programming language or
code that tells a computer what to do.

Example-Instructions on how to make a
HTML code writing ‘Hello World’

HTML coding

Example- Instructions on how to add images to a web page

D&T: Year 4 Bread Based Pizza
N/ Objectives
Mix - make or prepare by combining
various ingredients.

Texture—how the food feels in the
hands or mouth.



To be able to identify the main food groups and name foods from each group.



To understand that food has to be grown, farmed or caught.



To use new techniques and combine ingredients safely.

Recipe - a set of instructions for preparing a particular dish,
including
a list of the ingredients required.

Key Kn0owledge

Key Vocabulary

Knead - To make or shape by ,or as if Balanced diet- eating a variety of
by folding, pressing, and stretching
foods , in the correct
quantiwith the hands.
ties, from the 5 food groups, which
provide different substances the
body needs to be healthy and active .
Grate - reduce (food) to small
shreds by rubbing it on a grater.



All food has to be grown, caught, farmed or processed, either locally
or abroad.



Some foods are seasonal.



There are 5 main food groups that make up our diets, each having a
different purpose.



It is important to wash our hands before preparing food.



Foods can be cut safely using the bridge and claw techniques.

Skills and techniques
A Pizza

Mix

Knead

Cutting using the bridge technique Cutting using the claw technique

Roll

Grate

Geography: Year 4 Rivers
NC Objectives






Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: rivers and the water cycle.
Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied.
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links,
and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water.
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: rivers. and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types of
settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links.
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links.

Key Vocabulary

Place names

Drainage: How water flows away from an area through rivers and streams.
Erosion: How wind, water and waves break down and remove rock and
soil.
Flood management: Stopping or controlling floods.
Irrigation: The supply of water, especially for growing crops.
Evaporation: The process by which a liquid turns into a gas as a result of
increased energy in its particles (heat).
Condensation: The process by which a gas turns into a liquid, due to a
reduction in the energy of its particles. Condensation happens when the
vapour in the air gets cold.
Precipitation: Water vapour or moisture that falls from the clouds in the
form of rain, sleet, snow or hail.

The Water Cycle

Source
Meander

Confluence

Condensation
Precipitation

Tributaries

Flood plain
Mouth

Evaporation

Geographical terms
and processes

Locational
terms

Egypt

Confluence

Altitude

Ethiopia

Flood plain

Estuary

South Sudan

Meander

Lower course

Sudan
Uganda

Mouth

Middle course

Source
Tributary

Key facts & Knowledge
The water cycle is the way in which water moves around the Earth. It
never stops!
Rivers have many uses around the world, including cleaning, cooking,
growing crops, transport and creating power.
A river has three main stages: upper course, middle course and lower
course.
The world’s ten longest rivers (the longest three first):
Nile (Africa), Amazon (South America), Yangtze (Asia), Mississippi
(North America), Yenisei (Asia), Yellow (Asia), Ob-Irtysh (Asia), Paraná
(South America), Congo (Africa), Amur (Europe/Asia).

History: Year 4 Anglo-Saxons and Scots Settlements
NC Objectives



Use sources of information in ways that go beyond simple observations to answer questions about the past



Place some historical periods in a chronological framework



Communicate his/her learning in an organised and structured way, using appropriate terminology

Key Vocabulary

Timeline

The Anglo-Saxons were very superstitious.
They believed in good and bad omens, lucky
charms, spells and magic.

Pagan – A person holding religious beliefs other than
those of the main world religions. Someone who believes in many Gods.
Scots – People living in Scotland.
Picts – Ancient people living in Northern Scotland during Roman times.
Britons – Ancient people living in Southern Britain before and during Roman times.

350 – Anglo-Saxons raid English shores and are beaten
back by the Romans.

There were many festivals throughout the year
when the Anglo-Saxons would make sacrifices
to their Gods.

410 – Romans leave England and so English shores are
unprotected.

The name comes from two of the largest
invading tribes – The Angles and the Saxons.

449 – Arrival of Jutes from Jutland, Angles from

William of Normandy later became known as
William the Conqueror.

Saxons/Angles - German people who came to England
in the 5th Century.

Denmark and Saxons from Germany.

Wergild – A payment system used in Anglo-Saxon times
to settle disputes between the criminal and the victim.

556 – Seven Kingdoms are created across Britain.

Settlement – A place where people live.

Runes – The letters used in the Runic alphabet. This is
how the Anglo-Saxons wrote.
Invade – An armed force enters a country or region in
order to occupy it.
Conquer – Get something by force.

Key Knowledge

450 – Saxons, from Germany, settle in Kent.

597 – St Augustine brings Christianity to Britain from
Rome and becomes the Archbishop of Canterbury.

617 – Northumbria becomes the Supreme Kingdom.
779 – Mercia becomes the Supreme Kingdom and King
Offa builds a dyke along the Welsh border.
1066 – Anglo-Saxon (and Viking) times came to an end
when William of Normandy was crowned the new Kings.

Why the Anglo-Saxons invaded Britain
The Anglo Saxons came to Britain because their land often flooded and it was
difficult to grow crops. They were looking for new places to settle down and farm.

Anglo-Saxon poetry – Best known is Beowulf,
which tells the story of a brave pagan warrior’s
battles with monsters and dragons.
How the Anglo-Saxons changed Britain
They gave us the idea of the English nation.
The first code of law for all England was
enacted in 928 by King Æthelstan.
Many towns and villages still carry their AngloSaxon names today, including “England” which
comes from the Saxon word “Angle-Land”.
Vocabulary: the words we use for the days of
the week for example. Monandæg Tiwesdæg.

French: Year 4 Animals, Colours and Sizes
NC Objectives


Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in aand responding.



Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and basic language structures.



Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures.

Animals- Key Vocabulary
un lapin- a rabbit
un cochon d’inde- a
guinea pig

Colours and sizes- Key Vocabulary

j’ai un animal de compagnie- I
have a pet

marron- brown

grande- big

noir- black

petit- small

rouge- red

gros- large

blanc- white

mince- slim

bleu- blue

long- long

vert- green

court- short

Il y a un oiseau bleu-

orange- orange

lourd- heavy

There is a blue bird

gris- grey

léger- lightweight

clair- clear

Ils sonte- They are

fonce- dark

c’est- This is

J’ai un chien- I have a dog
un hamster- a hamster
une souris- a mouse

Je n’ai pas de chat- I do not

un poisson- a fish

have a cat

un chaton- a kitten
un chiot- a puppy
un lion- a lion
un tigre- a tiger

Il a deux serpents-

un éléphant- an
elephant

He has two snakes

une girafe- a giraffe

Dans mon jardin il y a un
canard.- In my garden there is a
duck.

un ours- a bear
un cheval- a horse

La girafe a un long cou-

The giraffe has a long neck.

Key Knowledge
What colour is your dog?

De quelle couleur est votre chien?

Is your pet big or small?

Votre animal est-il grand ou petit?

Do you have long hair?

As tu de long cheveux?

My favourite colour is..

Ma couleur préférée est

My dog is big and brown.

Mon chien est grand et brun.

French: Year 4 How I Look
NC Objectives



Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding.



Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes.



Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.



Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and help.



Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar words and
phrases.

Key Vocabulary

What colour are your eyes?

De quelle couleur sont tes
yeux?

What colour is your hair?

De quelle couleur sont tes
cheveux?

I have brown eyes

J’ai les yeux marrons

ears - des oreilles

I have blue eyes

J’ai les yeux bleus

knees - des genoux

I have black hair

J’ai les cheveux noirs

hair - des cheveux

head - une tête

ears - des oreilles

shoulders - des épaules

cheeks - des joues

eyes - des yeux

toes - des orteils
feet - des pieds

Key Knowledge

Adjectives:
Most adjectives in French come after the noun, e.g. des cheveux
noirs

However, there are some exceptions, which can be remembered
with the acronym BAGS:
Beauty (e.g. ‘beau’ – beautiful)
Age (e.g.’jeune’ – young)
Goodness (e.g. ‘bon’ – good)

Size (e.g. ‘grand’ – tall)
These go before the noun, like in English e.g. gros yeux (big eyes)

Music: Year 4 Glockenspiel Stage 2
Key Knowledge

Instrument



Revise, play and read the notes C D E F + G .



Learn more complex rhythm patterns.



Compose your own music using the notes C D E F + G.

Glockenspiel is a percussion instrument similar to the
xylophone but with metal plates or tubes instead of
wood.



Perform a piece of music as a class.



Play a range of pieces that use the notes C D E F + G.

Key Vocabulary
Rhythm - follows the patterns of words, it
is often different to the pulse.
Pitch – how high or low a note is.

Beaters

NC Objectives


You will play and perform as a solo or in an
ensemble. By using your voices and playing
musical instruments.

To get the right sound you need to bounce your beater
in the middle of the note that you want to play.



You will start to improvise and compose music
for a range of purposes using the inter-related
dimensions of music.

Musical Notation—Notes

Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music
is.
Compose – to create a piece of music.

Texture—layers of sound.
Melody—Another name for tune.



You will listen to the details in music and recall
sounds with increasing memory.



You will use and understand musical notations.



You will appreciate and understand a wide
range of live and recorded music drawn from
different traditions.



You will develop an understanding of the
history of music.

Pulse—The steady beat of a piece of
music.
Tempo—how fast or slow the music is
played.

Structure—how the sections of the music
is organised.

Crotchet
Semibreve
Quavers

Minims

Crotchet
Rest

Music: Year 4 Mamma Mia
Instruments

Key Knowledge

Glockenspiel



To sing in unison.



To play instrumental parts.



To improvise using the notes G A + B



Compose your own melody using the notes G A and
B, or G A B D + E



Perform a piece of music as a class .

Keyboard

Drums

Key Vocabulary
Rhythm - follows the patterns of words, it is
often different to the pulse
Pitch – how high or low a note is

NC Objectives


You will play and perform as a solo or in an ensemble. By using your voices and playing musical instruments.



You will start to improvise and compose music
for a range of purposes using the inter-related
dimensions of music.

Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music is
Compose – to create a piece of music
Texture—layers of sound

Melody—another name for tune.
Pulse—The steady beat of a piece of music.
Tempo—how fast or slow the music is
played.



You will listen to the details in music and recall
sounds with increasing memory.



You will use and understand musical notations.



You will appreciate and understand a wide
range of live and recorded music drawn from
different traditions.

Structure—How the sections of the music is
organised.

Improvise— To make up a tune.
Riff—A short repeated phrase.



You will develop an understanding of the history of music.

All of these can be heard in the song.
The Keyboard is used to imitate strings.

Abba Songs


Mamma Mia



Dancing Queen



The winner takes it all



Waterloo



Super Trouper



Thank you for the music

Voice

Electric guitar

PSHE: Year 4 Conflict Mediation


To explain the term mediation;

Key



To use simple mediation strategies to resolve differences;

Learning
Objectives:



To consider different points of view



The first step to solving a conflict is to make sure each
person has the chance to share their thoughts and feelings.





Why might people need a mediator?
Key Questions

Key Knowledge



Mediation is when a person steps in to help solve a conflict between
individuals or groups.

A mediator should make sure that everyone has a time to speak
without being interrupted.
The mediator must give people a chance to take responsibility for any
upset or problems they have caused others.

What do you think are the qualities of a good mediator?
How can a mediator make sure everyone feels they are
listened to and understood?

Could having a team of peer mediators in school be
good? How?

Key Vocabulary

Conflict - a serious disagreement or argument

Discussion - the action or process of talking about something in
order to reach a decision or to exchange ideas

Negotiate - to discuss something

Mediate – to act as a go between

Resolve – to make your mind up

Solution— a way of solving a problem or dealing with a difficult
situation

PSHE: Year 4 Microorganisms


To research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems and events

Key



To know that bacteria and viruses can affect health and that following simple, safe routines can reduce their spread

Learning
Objectives:



What makes a healthy lifestyle, including the benefits of exercise



Pupils should be taught to describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common observable characteristics and based on
similarities and differences, including micro-organisms, plants and animals.



Pupils should be taught to plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions.






Key Questions

Key Knowledge



Some microorganisms are helpful, others are harmful.
They are so small you need a microscope to see them
They are everywhere, even inside us.
Some bacteria are used by scientists to make medicines and
vaccines.
Washing your hands well with soap can kill harmful
microorganisms.

How do some microorganisms help
us?
How can some microorganisms harm
us?
Why should we keep fresh food in the
fridge?
How would you describe the size of a
microorganism?
How are germs transferred from one
thing to another?
In 1928 Professor Alexander

Edward Jenner
( Born 1749)
discovered a cure

Fleming did some work that led to the

Key Vocabulary

microscope – magnifying instrument

Bacteria – type of microorganism

Virus – type of microorganism

Toxin - poison

Vaccine – injection to build resistance

Immune – resistant to disease

PSHE: Year 4 The Golden Rule
Key



To know that all the major religions subscribe to the notion that we should behave towards others as we would like others to behave towards us.

Learning
Objetives:



To talk and write about their opinions, and explain their views on issues that affect themselves and society



To understand why and how rules and laws are made and enforced, why different rules are needed in different situations and how to take part in
making and changing rules.



To participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, improvisations and debates



To consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others.



Key Knowledge

All the major religions subscribe to the idea that we should
behave towards others as we would like others to behave
towards us.
To apply The Golden Rule you have to imagine yourself in the
exact place of the other person on the receiving end of the action
or treatment
If you act in a certain way towards another person, and would be
unwilling or uncomfortable to be treated that way in the same
circumstances, then you violate the rule.
Our actions have an effect on the life of others.






Key

Question

What rules
would you
create to
make the
world a
better place?

ISLAM

HINDUISM

‘Not one of you
truly believes until
you wish for others
what you wish for
yourselves.’

‘This is the sum of
duty: do not do to
others what would
cause pain if done to
you.’ Mahabharata

The Prophet Mohammed Hadith

CHRISTIANITY

SIKHISM

BUDDHISM

‘Treat not others in
ways that you
yourself would find
hurtful.’

‘I am a stranger to
no one, and no one
is a stranger to
me. Indeed I am a
friend to all’.

‘In everything do to
others as you would
have them do to you.’
The Bible. Matthew 7:12

Guru Granth Sahib

Udana-Varga

Key Vocabulary

Violate – disobey, go against

Global – worldwide, international

Resolve – solve, put an end to

Standard – norm, measure

conflict – clash, quarrel, battle.

Rule—a guide of how something should be carried out

JUDAISM
‘What is hateful to
you, do not do to
your neighbour.
This is the whole
Torah. All the rest
is commentary.’
Talmud

RE: Year 4 What does it mean to be Hindu ?
Key Knowledge
Overview
Hinduism is the oldest of the world’s religions. It is
now practised all over the world but originated in
India. It is a mix of different beliefs, cultures and
traditions dating back over 4000 years.
Place of worship
Hindus can worship at home or in a mandir. In a
mandir, Hindus can perform puja. Some mandirs are
very tall buildings. Hindus believe it brings them closer
to heaven. In a mandir, there are
shrines and lots of murtis for
different gods. Offerings of flowers
are brought to the murtis.
Holy Book

Celebrations and Festivals
Holi is the ‘festival of colours’ and marks the
beginning of spring with bonfires and lots of
singing and dancing.

Diwali is the ‘festival of lights’ and is
celebrated in late autumn. Diwali celebrates
good’s victory over evil with lots of lights
around homes.

Old rubbish is burnt to mark a fresh start and
colour is
thrown on
people.

Fireworks, presents and new clothes are
used to
celebrate.

Hindu Gods and Goddesses

Hindus actually only believe in one God, Brahman, who is the cause and foundation of all existence.
The gods of the Hindu faith represent different forms of Brahman. These gods are sent to help people
find the universal God (Brahman).
The three most important Hindu gods , are known as the Trimurti, are:

There is not just one holy book in Hinduism , they
have holy scriptures. The scriptures support Hindus in
their life and guide prayer. Shruti texts are knowledge
from gods. Smriti were written by Hindu spiritual
leaders and contain legends, myths and
history.
The Vedas are ancient Hindu texts
which cover various subjects, from
nature to everyday life and behaviour,
and form the basis of all other religious writings.

Brahma - the Creator.

Vishnu—Known as the Preserver.

Shiva (Siva)- the Destroyer

Most Hindus have a personal god or goddess such as Shiva, Krishna, Ganesh or Lakshmi to
whom they pray regularly.

Science: Year 4 States of Matter
NC Objectives



compare and group materials together, according to whether they are solids, liquids or gases



observe that some materials change state when they are heated or cooled, and measure or research the temperature at which this happens in degrees
Celsius (°C)



identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with temperature.

Key Knowledge

When water and other
liquids reach a certain
temperature ,they change
state into a solid or gas. The
temperature that these
changes happen at are
called the boiling, melting
and freezing points.

Water Cycle
The water cycle is
the journey water
takes as it moves
from the land to
the sky and back
again.

When a material changes from one material type to another, we say ‘it has changed state.’
Ice lolly

Orange
Chocolate

Sugar

Balloon
juice

Common Misconceptions
 Water vapour is smoke.
 Solids are hard.

Matter - any solid, liquid or gas that exists in the universe.
Particle - an extremely small unit of matter.

Temperature - how hot or cold something is: normally measured in degrees Celsius ( ֯C)
Key Vocabulary

Evaporation - the process of liquid heating and changing into a gas.
Condensation - the process of a gas cooling and changing into a liquid.
Melt - a solid changes to a liquid
Freeze - a liquid changes to a solid
Water vapour - this is water that takes the form of a gas.
Precipitation– liquid or solid particles that fall from a cloud as rain, snow, sleet or hail.

Thermometer

 Melting is the same as dissolving.
 Evaporation is when the sun sucks up or

absorbs the water.
 Substances like sugar cannot be solid.
 When air is put in a balloon it gets lighter.
 Boiling water makes it vanish.

